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ABSTRACT 
If E and Fare Riesz spaces, several theorems are given which describe the centre of the space 
of order bounded operators from E to Fin terms of the monotone closure of certain sublattices 
constructed from the centres of E and F. The methods yield an alternative approach to an approxi- 
mation theorem of Kalton and Saab for positive operators on Banach lattices. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let E, F be Riesz spaces with F Dedekind complete. If 0 sS, T are positive 
linear maps from E to F with 0~s~ T, then it is a consequence of the Freuden- 
thal spectral theorem that S= n(T) where 71 is an element of the centre of 
.Y$(E,F), the Dedekind complete Riesz space of order bounded linear maps 
from E to F. This simple observation suggests that one possible avenue of 
approach to majorization problems for positive operators on Banach lattices is 
via an analysis of the centre of L$(E, F) and in this paper we present such an 
approach, in which we exploit the fact that the centre of L$(E,F) has a rich 
algebraic structure. 
Our principal result is to show, under suitable conditions on E and F, that 
the centre of Y$(E, F) may be obtained from a sublattice, which can be viewed 
as a kind of tensor product of the centre of E with the centre of F, by an “up- 
down” process which terminates after finitely many steps. Localization yields 
immediately up-down theorems for order intervals in Yb(E,F), similar to those 
of de Pagter [13] (see also [l]). 
An important source of inspiration for the present approach is to be found 
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in an approximation theorem of Kalton and Saab ([lo], Theorem 3.2. See also 
[9], Satz 3.3). Though somewhat technical, the importance of the approxi- 
mation theorem of Kalton and Saab is that it yields a systematic approach to 
various majorization problems for positive operators on Banach lattices. We 
show here that the Kalton-Saab approximation theorem may be obtained as a 
simple consequence of an “up-down” theorem so that our approach via the 
centre of 9$(&F) provides considerable insight into and, indeed, an alter- 
native approach to the results of [lo]. 
Throughout, we shall adopt the notation and terminology of the theory of 
Riesz spaces as given in the monographs [l 11, [ 121 and [ 151 and we refer the 
reader to these sources for notions from the theory of Riesz spaces not ex- 
plained below. During the preparation of this paper, the third and fourth 
named authors were Visiting Research Fellows at Flinders University, while the 
first named author was supported by a grant from the Netherlands Organi- 
zation for the Advancement of Pure Research (Z.W.O.). The authors wish to 
thank the authors of [lo] for a preprint of their paper. 
The results of this paper were reported by G. Buskes [4] at a mini-conference 
on Linear Analysis and Function spaces, C.M.A., Canberra in August 1984. 
Since the acceptance of the present paper, the authors were shown a copy of 
[3] by C.D. Aliprantis, in which a variety of approximation results are given 
using similar techniques. We have preferred however to base our method on a 
single such approximation result (Lemma 2.4). We note finally that yet another 
approach, based on the theory of A-modules, has been given by Dan Vuza [14]. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout the paper all Riesz spaces considered will be Archimedean. If E 
is a Riesz space, we denote by Z(E) the centre of E. With respect to the point- 
wise ordering, Z(E) is a Riesz space (see [15], Theorem 140.4). If F is a Riesz 
space, we denote by Yb(E, F) the linear space of order bounded maps from E 
to F. If F is Dedekind complete, then Yb(E, F) is a Dedekind complete Riesz 
space. For any Riesz space E, the identity map on E will be denoted by ME. 
Let E, F be Riesz spaces with F Dedekind complete. For every 7t E Z(E) and 
o E Z(F), the mapping T-roTn, TE Yb(E, F), is an element of Z(Yb(E, F)). We 
denote this element by o@rc. We define Z(F)@Z(E) to be the linear subspace 
of Z’(&(E, F)) generated by elements of the form a@~ with rc E B(E) and 
CJ E Z(F). As Z(F) is an&algebra with the identity map as unit, it follows from 
theorem 142.3 of [15] that if crl, a2eZ(F) then ola2=0 if and only if ol I a2 
holds in Z(F). It follows that the algebra homomorphism a-+o@Id, 
is disjointness preserving and hence, being positive, is in fact a Riesz 
homomorphism. Similarly, if IdF denotes the identity on F, then the map 
n-+IdF@n, n E Z(E) is also a Riesz homomorphism. Using that 00 71 = 
= (oOld,)(IdF@n), it follows easily that 
(1) lo@nl =lal@lxl, aeZ(F), xeiZ(E). 
If 9 denotes the complete Boolean algebra of band projections on F, we define 
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Y@JZ(E) to be the linear subspace of Z(F)@Z(E) generated by elements of the 
form P@lr, PE 9, rc E Z(E). Using a standard argument from integration 
theory (cf. [15], Theorem 120.6), it follows easily that every element of 
P@Z(E) has a unique representation as a finite sum of the form Cr=, Pi @ni, 
with Pie 9, niEZ(E), l~i~n, such that PiAPj=O if i#j, Cy=, Pi=IdF and 
rci# IIj if i#j. If Cr=, Pi @niE 9@Z(E) is such a standard representation, 
it follows from (1) and the disjointness of the system {P,: 1 <i<n} that 
I c;=, f$O7rl= cy=, P&3lnil, f rom which it follows that S@Z(E) is a Riesz 
subspace of .Z(&(E,F)). Note that, in general, .Z(F)@Z(E) is not a Riesz sub- 
space of Z(Yb(E, F)). 
2. AN UP-DOWN THEOREM IN Z(L!&!Z,F)) 
We first introduce some notation. Let L be a Riesz space and let KC L be 
an arbitrary subset. We define 
JK={~EL: 3{fs} cK withf,f,f) 
9K is defined similarly by replacing ? with I. If Mis a subset of the order dual 
L -, the absolute weak topology induced on L by M, denoted lal(L,M), is 
the locally solid topology on L generated by the family of Riesz seminorms 
f- lpl(lfl), f EL, REM. Note that replacing M by the ideal generated by M 
does not change the induced absolute weak topology. The main results of this 
section will be based on the following up-down theorem due to Fremlin [7]. As 
usual, we denote by L, of normal integrals on L. 
THEOREM 2.1. If L is a Dedekind complete Riesz space, if M is a solid sub- 
space of L, which separates the points of L and if K is a sublattice of L, then 
the closure of K for lol(L, M) is W9Z. 
Let now E, F be Riesz spaces with F De&kind complete. If 01~1 EF,“, 
0~ TE Yb(E, F) and 01~~ E, define @,,xx(7t): Z(Y$(E,F))-+//? by setting 
Q, ,,T,&)=&(T)x), n.~z(q(E,F)). Define 
We remark that 9 separates the points of Z(pb(E,F)) if F,” separates the 
points of F. Moreover, it is not difficult to see, using Theorem 141.1 and 
Theorem 145.1 of [15] that 9 is a solid subset of the positive cone of 
&-%nb(E> f%- 3 and that S is closed under addition. If we now define 
V’ = (987(E)) fl [0, IdF@IdE] we obtain the following consequence of 
Theorem 2.1. 
COROLLARY 2.2. If E, F are Riesz spaces with F Dedekind complete 
and if F”- separates the points of F, then the closure of Vf for 
Io~(z(~,(E,F)), Y) is WWV+. 
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The principal aim of this section is to show, under mild restrictions on E and 
F, that 9?.99YV’ in fact coincides with the order interval [O,M~@lcZ~] = 
= [O,Id%(& in Z(Yb(E, F)). We begin with a convenient formula for the 
lattice operations in 5$(E, F). 
LEMMA 2.3. Let E, F be Riesz spaces with F Dedekind complete. If 
0 I a, E F,,- and if 0 5 S, T E -C$(E, F), then for each 0 IX E E, 
(SATx,p>=inf C (PjSXi,q)A(PjTXi,q), 
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where the injiimum is taken over all finite sequences {x1, . . . , x,,} c E’ with 
x1 + . . . + x,, = x and over all finite sequences {P,, . . . , P,,, > of mutually disjoint 
band projections in F with PI + . . . + P,,, = Id=. 
PROOF. For convenience, denote the infimum on the right-hand side by M. 
Observe first that if O<xi ,..., X,EE withxl+...+x,=xandif PI ,..., P, are 
disjoint band projections of F with P, + . . . + P, =Id,, then 
(SAT&p)= C (Pj(SAT)Xi,~)~ C (PjsXi,~>A<PjTX,,P>, 
Li ij 
and consequently, (SA TX, q) SM. To show the reverse inequality, observe 
that, by the normality of p and Lemma 3.1 of [6] (see also [15], Exercise 83.31), 
we have that 
(2) (SATx,q)=inf { i (SXiATXiyp) :x= ii, x~,OSX,~E}. 
i=l 
Let OrXiEE (i= 1, . . . . n), with Cr=, Xi=x be fixed for a moment. If we denote 
the band projection onto {(TXi-SXi)+}dd by Qi, then SXiATXi=QiSXi+ 
+(IdF-Qi)TXi. For each &=(&I, . . ..E.), EiE (0, l}, 1 lirn, set 
Observe that Pd’c~=O if &fe’, C,,=, PE=Qi, C,=, Pe=Id,-Qi and C, p,= 
=IdF. Now 
Combined with (2) this shows that Mr (SA TX, p>, and by this the proof is 
complete. 
The central results of this section will be based on the following basic 
approximation result. If Kis a compact Hausdorff space, then C(K) will denote 
the space of all real continuous functions on K. 
LEMMA 2.4. If E is a C(K)-space and if F is a Dedekind complete Riesz space, 
then 9’ is IIS 1 (Z(Yf(E, F)), 9) dense in the order interval [0, IdqcE,,,]. 
PROOF. Let E>O, OI~J,EF;, OSTEY~(E,F), OSXEE and VE[O,I~~.& 
be given. We have to show that there exists p E V’+ such that @, T,X(lv -PI) <E. 
It is clear that it may be assumed that x is a strong order unit for E. Assume 
first that v is a principal component of Idq(E,Fj. It follows that S = v(T) is a 
principal component of T in L?$(E,F). Since Sr\(T-S)=O, it follows from 
Lemma 2.3 above that there exist disjoint band projections Pi, . . . , P,,, in F with 
P1+...+P,=IdFand elements OIx,,...,x,EEwithxi+...+x,=xsuch that 
C 
i, j 
(PjSXi, p> A (Pj(T-S)Xi, p> <e/2. 
Define 
Q=(<i.i>: (PjSXi,97)<(Pj(T-S)Xi,9)) 
and set Q/=(1,2 ,..., n)x{1,2 ,..., m}\Q. It follows that 
C 
OJ)EQ 
(PjSXi, p) <s/2 and (i,jEQ, (Pj(T-Wi, 9) <c/2- 
There exist 01 rc l,...,n,eZ(E) such that Cy=, ~i=IdEandxi=ni(x), llisn. 
It follows that ((C (I,,)EP PjSni)X, 9) <s/2 and SO 
(IS- C f’jT~ilX,9)~(IS- c-jEpPjSniIX,9)+ 
(i,j)sQ' 4 
+ (( C Pj(T-S)~i)X,P> 
(LAEQ 
I(( C PjSni)X,9)+&/2<&. 
(ii) E Q 
Note 
C PjTni=( C ( C Pj)@ni)(T), 
(i,j)eQ' PER j 
where R is the set of natural numbers i with 1 ~irn for which there exists j, 
i ~j 5 m such that (i, j) E Q. The proof is complete by suitable relabelling, for 
the case that v is a principal component of Idz(E,Fj. In the general case, it 
follows from the Freudenthal theorem that there exist principal components 
{ViIY=, OfIdg(E,F) and scalars (oi} with Cr=, aiS1 such that IV- C:=, ~jvi/I 
<e/K Id9gE,F), where K=2@P,xx(Idyb0,(E,Fj) + 1. There exist V;E g+, 1 Sian, 
with @ X, T,V(vi - v[) < e/2. It now follows easily that 
CD q7,T,x(lv- iC, aivfl)<E, 
and the proof is complete. 
If E is a Banach lattice and if 0 I u E E, then u is said to be a quasi-interior 
point of E if the order ideal E,, generated by u in E is dense in E. If u is a 
quasi-interior point of E and if the order ideal E, is equipped with the order 
unit norm induced by the order interval [-u, u], there exists a compact 
Hausdorff space K and a Riesz isomorphism of the space C(K) onto E, which 
maps the constant function 1 onto ZJ and which induces an f-algebra iso- 
morphism of C(K) =Z(C(K)) onto Z(E). With these remarks, the following 
result is a simple consequence of Lemma 2.4. 
COROLLARY 2.5. If E is a Banach lattice with quasi-interior point and if F is 
a Dedekind complete Riesz space, then %?’ is lo I(h(Yb(E, F)), e-dense in the 
order interval [0, IdyhCE, Fj]. 
As an immediate consequence of Corollary 2.5 and Corollary 2.2, we obtain 
the following up-down theorem, which is the principal result of this section. We 
use V+ (T) to denote {p(T) : ,U E V+ } . 
THEOREM 2.6. Let E be a Banach lattice with quasi-interior point and let F 
be a Dedekind complete Riesz space. Suppose that F,- separates the points of 
F. Then 
(a) lo, Idy’,& = LW%W+ 
(b) [0, T] = W.W( V+(T)) 
for each 01 TE Yf(E, F). 
We note that part (b) of the preceding theorem follows immediately from 
part (a). Let us remark further that an inspection of the proof of Lemma 2.4 
together with the Freudenthal theorem shows that the result of Lemma 2.4 
holds also under the assumption that E is a Riesz space with the principal 
projection property and consequently Theorem 2.6 holds also under this as- 
sumption. This is (essentially) the up-down theorem given by de Pagter ([ 131, 
Theorem 3.10). It is therefore not without interest to point out that Theorem 
2.6 fails in general if no restrictions are placed on E. 
EXAMPLE 2.6. Let E be any Banach lattice with dim E12 and trivial centre. 
An example of such a space may be found in [8], Proposition 3.42. Let F be 
IR so that &(E, F) is precisely the order dual E-. It is not difficult to see that 
if the result of Theorem 2.6 holds in this case, then also E” must have trivial 
centre and this is not the case since dim Er2. 
3.ANAPPROXIMATIONTHEOREMOFKALTON-SAAB 
Throughout this section, it will be assumed that E, Fare Banach lattices with 
quasi-interior points. Although the literal extension of Theorem 2.5 to this 
setting fails, we will show that a suitable choice of approximating sublattice 
again yields an up-down theorem which implies the general form of the Kalton- 
Saab approximation theorem. 
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We denote by F* the Banach dual of F and by Fl the order ideal generated 
by F in the band (F*)t of normal integrals on F*. Given oeZ(F), let o1 
denote the restriction of o** to Fl. Then o1 E Z(FJ and the mapping ~JC-‘(T~ is
an injective algebra and Riesz homomorphism from Z(F) into Z(FJ. From 
now on we shall identify 0 and ol, and therefore, consider Z(F) as a sub- 
algebra of Z(F,). Define Z(F)@Z(E) as the corresponding subspace of 
~I(F,mw). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let E, F be Banach lattices with quasi-interior points. If 
Z(F)@Z(E) is the closure of Z(F)@Z(E) with respect to the order unit norm 
induced on Z(Yb(E, Fl)) by the identity, then Z(F)@Z(E) is a Riesz subspace 
of-W%EF~)). 
PROOF. Since Z(F)@Z(E) is a unital subalgebra of Z(Yb(E,F,)), it follows 
easily that Z(F)@Z(E) is a uniformly closed unital subalgebra of Z(Yj(E, Fl)). 
Hence Z(F)$$Z(E) is a Riesz subspace of Z(J$(E,Fl)). One way to see this is 
to realize Z(&(E,Fl)) as a space C(K), a more direct way is to note that if 
,u E Z(F)&Z(E) and 1~1 ‘Id4CE,qj, then 
i.e. I,LL = (p2)+ E Z(F)&(E). 
We define pi c Z(Y$(E, Fl)); as in section 2. Then 9r consists of all func- 
tionals @‘, defined by @@) = (p, p(T)x) with OS~E F*, 01x1~ E and 
05 TE Yj(E,Fl), since (F,)z=F*. This latter fact can be proved as follows: 
use the arguments of theorem 109.2 of [15] to see that F* is an order dense ideal 
in (F,),*. It is then immediate that F* = (F,),*. 
LEMMA 3.2. If ~‘={~uE(F)OZ(E):O~~~(~~O~~~}, then g!+ is 
l~l(W%Ob(E,Fd), 6)-d ense in the order interval [0, Id4”,CE,F,,]. 
The proof of lemma 3.2 follows from Corollary 2.5 and an appeal to the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.3. If F is a Banach lattice with quasi-interior point, then the order 
interval [0, IdF] c Z(F) is loI@( F@F*)-dense in the order interval 
[O, &,I c W’, ). 
PROOF. Suppose that e>O, OsolId,, OS~,EF* and OsxEFare given. It 
is not difficult to see that it suffices to assume that x is a quasi-interior point 
of F. Setting o(x) = w E F,, observe that Or w cx. It follows from [5], Propo- 
sition 3.2, that there exists w’EF, Orw’sx such that p(lw’- WI)<&. There 
exists o. E Z(F) such that 01 aor IdF and go(x) = w’. It now follows that 
&Jo- oolx)<a and the proof is complete. 
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The principal result of this section now follows. It is an immediate conse- 
quence of Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 2.1. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let E, F be Banach lattices with quasi interior points. If 
~2 + = {p E~(F)&z(E) : ~s~uI~~oI~~), then 
(4 Kh~d,(~,~,)l= wcw-~ +, 
(b) [0, T] = 99%@9 + (7’) 
for each Or TE Y$(E, F,). 
The essential step in the proof of Theorem 3.4 above is the weak form of 
approximation given by Lemma 3.2. The utility of Theorem 3.4 now lies in the 
fact that a much stronger form of approximation follows immediately. In fact, 
it is clear from Theorem 3.4 that if A is any order-continuous Riesz semi-norm 
on Z(Yb(E, F,)), then the sublattice 9+ is A-dense in [O,Id,,.,]. It follows 
immediately that if 9 = {,u EZ(F)@Z(E) : 05 l,~j ~Id,@ld,}, then also 9 is 
l-dense in [-I~~(E,F,),I~~(E,F,)l. Suppose now that TE y?b(E, FJ and that Q is 
an order continuous Riesz semi-norm on the order ideal generated by 1 T / in 
Yj(E,Fl). For VEZ(Y~(E,F~)), define A(v)=,~(v(T))=~(lvl ITI). It is clear that 
il is an order continuous Riesz semi-norm on Z(Y$(E,F,)). Suppose now that 
SE Yb(E, Fl) and that Or ISI I IT I. It follows from the Freudenthal theorem 
that there exists ,U E Z(P$(E, Fl)) with S =p(T). If now E>O is given, it follows 
from the above remarks that there exists v E 2 with A(v -p) < E. Since g is the 
Id Y,(E,F,)-uniform closure of {v E Z(F)@77(E) : Iv1 <Id,@IdE} it follows that 
there exists veZ(F)@;Z(E), lvl<ZdF@IdE such that A(v--P)<E. Since 
W-/4=e(lv-~l ITI)=e(b(Th4T)I) 
it follows that @(Is- v(T)/)<&. These remarks constitute the proof of the 
following result. 
THEOREM 3 S. Let E, F be Banach lattices with quasi-interior points and let 
Fl be the order ideal generated by F in (F*),*. Suppose that S, TE Pb(E, Fl) 
with 0~ ISIs ITI, and let Q be an order continuous Riesz semi-norm on the 
order ideal generated by I T I in Pb(E, Fl). If E>O is given, there exist elements 
x1 ,..., ~,EZ(E), al ,..., CT, E Z(F) with I Cr=, ai @ xi / I IdscE,F,, such that 
Q(S- i aiTni)<E. 
i=l 
We observe that the preceding Theorem 3.5 is essentially the basic approxi- 
mation theorem of Kalton and Saab ([lo, Theorem 3.21). Let us make some 
remarks which reconcile the formulation given above with that given in [lo]. 
If A c E, B c F* are solid bounded sets, define 
~~,~(T)=sup {/(TX, y*>l :xEA, Y*EB}, 
for each TE Pj(E, Fl). The seminorm Q A,B is clearly a Riesz seminorm on 
Pb(E, Fl). Moreover Q~,~ is the pointwise supremum on the positive cone of 
L$(E,F,) of a family of order continuous Riesz seminorms. From this fact, it 
is not difficult to show that if TE Yb(E,F1) and if eA,B is sequentially order 
continuous on the ideal generated by 1 T/ in Yb(E,Fl), then Q~,~ is even order 
continuous on that ideal. It is precisely this sequential order continuity property 
that is guaranteed by the disjoint sequence conditions incorporated in Theorem 
3.2 of [lo]. 
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